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NSA’s Recent Security Directorate

“…sufficiently large quantum computers will
be built to break essentially all public key
schemes currently in use.”
Link To Website - Search Quantum Computing FAQ

The research clearly warrants that everyone in the
security business should evaluate the threat of Quantum
Computing and make sure they are on the right course.
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Recent Expert Research
Neal Koblitz
• Co-Creater of Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC)
Alfred Menezes
• Chairman of Centre for Applied Cryptographic
Research
• Author of “Handbook of Applied Cryptography”

“The NSA seemed to be suggesting that practical
quantum computers were coming so soon that
people who had not yet upgraded from RSA to
ECC should not bother to do so, and instead
should save their money for the future upgrade to
post-quantum protocols.”
Link To Article

Does the NSA know something we don’t?
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Recent University Research
Michael Green
• Cryptographer and Professor at Johns Hopkins
University

“The NSA is freaking out…[perhaps] the NSA
isn’t worried about quantum computers at all, but
rather, that they’ve made a major advance in
classical cryptanalysis of the elliptic curve
discrete logarithm problem — and panic is the
result.”
Link To Article

Regardless of the expressions used (Freaking
Out) it is clear the NSA seems concerned.
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Timing of Quantum Computing

“…regardless of whether we can estimate
the exact time of the arrival of the quantum
computing era, we must begin now to
prepare our information security systems to
be able to resist quantum computing.”

Link To Publication

Given the average lives of vehicles, the industry
should consider evaluating this threat now.
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Timing of Quantum Computing
•

“This technology is not futuristic,”
said Martin Hofmann, Volkswagen
chief information officer, who
oversees information technology
for the group’s 12 brands
including Audi , Porsche and
Bentley. “It’s a question of years
until it’s commercialized, and
investing right now in the
technology is a big competitive
advantage.”

•

Companies including D-Wave
Systems Inc. and IBM have been
pioneering quantum computing,
and experts say that within five
years the technology could be
powerful enough to solve new
classes of problems that are
currently beyond the grasp of even
supercomputers.
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Even a top automaker believes
Quantum Computing is a real threat.
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What security methods are at risk?

From the table published by NIST,
Public Key Cryptographic Algorithms
(e.g. Certificates) will no longer be
secure with Quantum Computing.
Link To Report
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What security methods are at risk?

“The NSA stated that organizations that run classified
or unclassified national security systems (NSS) and
vendors that build products used in NSS…. should no
longer use:”

Information Assurance Directorate
MFQ U/OO/815009-15
January 2016

•
•
•
•
•

ECDH and ECDSA with NIST P-256
SHA-256
AES-128
RSA with 2048-but keys
Diffie-Hellman with 2048 keys
Link To Website - Search Quantum Computing FAQ

If the NSA is declaring that Public Key
Cryptographic Algorithms are no longer secure–
should we be worried?
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Evaluation of Current Methodologies
“Breaking News: The cryptography that we all
know and use, such AES-128, SHA-1 and
SHA-256, RSA/DH, and the most commonly
used elliptic curve P-256 (a.k.a. secp256r1) are
NO LONGER wholeheartedly supported by the
NSA. In fact most of these, if not all, are not
quite recommended anymore. Link

NSA Says It “Must Act Now”
Against the Quantum Computing
Threat
~ February 2015 Link

NSA advisory sparks concern of
secret advance `ushering in
cryptoapocalypse
~ October 2015 Link

“The industry’s usual recipe of waiting for
catastrophe and then ﬁxing it is very risky.” ~
MIT Technology Review, January 2017 Link
“For those partners and vendors that have not
yet made the transition to Suite B elliptic curve
algorithms, we recommend not making a
significant expenditure to do so at this point but
instead to prepare for the upcoming quantum
resistant algorithm transition”. Link

NSA Plans To Retire Current
Cryptography Standards
~ September 2015
Link To Website - Search Quantum Computing FAQ

Experts are suggesting methods other than
Public Key Infrastructure (PKI).
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Security Headlines
§ PKI and certificate operations were designed to
secure two anonymous parties and are inefficient
when the server knows the device.
§ Certificate operations are computationally
intensive, slow, and difficult on constrained devices.
§ Certificate operations consume significant data and
increase cost at every cellular session
establishment.
§ Certificates are susceptible to “private key”
discovery, certificate expiration and certificate
authority breaches. Revoking certificates on a
private network is nearly impossible. If a certificate
is compromised, the vehicle may have to be
recalled.
§ For IoT devices, certificates are typically stored
insecurely in main-processor memory
§ On average, a top-of-the-line server supporting
certificate based security can support only 15,000
devices driving higher hardware costs and
impacting scalability.

PKI and Certificates have major issues.
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Certificate Authority News
“Google, Apple and Mozilla will not
recognize SSL/TLS certificates
from WoSign and its affiliate
StartCom in 2017.”

Why Browser Vendors Chose to Distrust
2 Certificate Authorities
~ November 2016 Link

“Google found that the certificate
issuance policies and practices of
Symantec (which acquired
VeriSign’s authentication division)
from past several years are
dishonest that could threaten the
integrity of the TLS system used
to authenticate and secure data
and connections.”

Google Chrome to Distrust Symantec
HTTPS Credentials after being caught
miss-issuing 30,000 certificates.
~ March 2017 Link
Google says a future update in
Chrome will remove trust for all
certificates from China's main root
certificate authority ~ April 2015 Link

Should we be worried if Google no longer trusts Symantec - which
is the world’s largest certificate authority with 38% market share?
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Certificate Pinning in the News
The transport layer security, or TLS, protocols
banks use to secure online banking sessions
are as baffling as they are essential. They
involve the participation of multiple entities—a
bank’s server, client-side validators, and
security certificate authorities—all of which
provide necessary reputational and
cryptographic checks on the system. As
complex as it is, TLS gets the job done, at least
on web browsers. But mobile applications are
another story altogether. The developers who
build these apps are increasingly opting for
simplified implementations, and recent
blunders suggest that modifying TLS for mobile
financial applications is much more difficult
than it seems.

“Google and Apple have lagged in their support and saddled
developers with clumsy platforms.”
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Government Warnings

“…an attacker making a cellular connection
to the vehicle’s cellular carrier – from
anywhere on the carrier’s nationwide network
– could communicate with and perform
exploits on the vehicle….” Link

Link to Announcement

Even the FBI has issued announcements about
cybersecurity threats.
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As suggested by the U.S.
National Security Agency
– now is the time to look
beyond traditional
security methods for IoT
devices.
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A Proven Solution is Here.
Industry veterans, M2MD Technologies, have
developed an innovative security solution using the
best of 3GPP and TLS 1.2.
ü Solid Security without pitfalls of Certificates
ü Protected from Quantum Computing
ü 23 times more server efficient
ü 20 times more data efficient
ü No Public Keys
ü Works with any Hardware/TCU
ü Works with any telematics platform
ü Works with any carrier (Mobile Network Operator)
Related M2MD Technologies Articles:
Ø Security – Where Do You Focus

Link to Details

Link to Article

Ø Quantum Computing – A Real Threat to the Automobile Link to Article
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About M2MD Technologies
Our Story

Our Company

§ Significant experience in cellular IoT –
specifically with the connected car.

ü Developed solutions that address multiple
cellular IoT challenges: security, cost, user
experience and automotive data heavy
applications.

§ Realized that many IoT applications
lacked adequate security.
§ Saw the need for faster and cheaper
cellular data connectivity techniques.

ü Unique security application leveraging TLS while
avoiding pitfalls of certificates (where the hacks
have occurred).

§ Experienced the need for seamless
cellular data connectivity allowing for
multiple party billing when roaming.

ü Cellular connectivity techniques that are faster
and don’t depend on SMS or continuous device
pinging.

§ Appreciated automakers request for a
global solution.

ü Global Data System allowing consumers to add
their automobile to their existing data plan.

Comprehensive
Security
Proprietary

Efficient Use
of Resources
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Enhanced
User Experience

Contact Information

www.m2mdtech.com
#M2MDTech

Linkedin/m2mdtech
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